WEEKLY NEWS ROUNDUPS ON CORRUPTION
(News compilation by GACC- Major Updates from the previous week)

Ghana Anti-Corruption Coalition, LANet empowers students with anti-corruption tools

Churches asked to play lead role in the fight against corruption

Anti-corruption Coalition initiates children to demand accountability

OSP, GACC visit Ningo Senior High to engage students on corruption
https://myjoyonline.com/osp-gacc-visit-ningo-senior-high-to-engage-students-on-corruption

AU Anti-Corruption Day: GACC takes anti-corruption campaign to pupils

Akufo-Addo on how ordinary citizens engage in corruption
Not only corruption that involves politicians, high profile figures retard our progress, development – Akufo-Addo

https://myjoyonline.com/not-only-corruption-that-involves-politicians-high-profile-figures-retard-our-progress-development-akufo-addo

Ghana Agyapa Royalties Deal: ECOWAS Court of Justice Delivers A Disappointing Ruling, Leaving People’s Rights at Risk


CHRAJ’s directive for former PPA boss Adjenim Boateng to refund GH¢5.7 million quashed


Agyapa deal: It’s far from over – GII on ECOWAS court ruling

https://www.adomonline.com/agyapa-deal-its-far-from-over-gii-on-ecowas-court-ruling/

Ghanaians still kick against Agyapa Deal despite ECOWAS Court ruling - Benjamin Quashie


Dr. Manteaw clarifies court ruling on Agyapa deal; calls reports 'misleading


High Court quashes CHRAJ report on former PPA boss A.B. Adjei

CHRAJ request is surprising but not odd – Dafeamekpor
https://myjoyonline.com/chraj-request-is-surprising-but-not-odd-dafeamekpor

It is scary how we have turned our politics into moneycracy – Prof Agyemang-Duah
https://myjoyonline.com/it-is-scary-how-we-have-turned-our-politics-into-moneycracy-prof-agymang-duah/

CHRAJ to appeal High Court ruling quashing directive against former PPA CEO

Tanzanian official urges African countries to join forces against corruption

Cyber Security Authority, BoG, EOCO Arrest Over 420-Suspected Loan App Operators

Amnesty urges West and Central Africa to fight corruption
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